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If you love werewolves, paranormal, and looking for a book like House of Night or Vampire Academy this is
it! YA for sure.- Reviewer for Sweets Books I got this book from a giveaway, and it's one of the coolest books
I have ever read. If you love Hogwarts, and Vampire Academy, or basically anything that has got to do with
supernatural people studying, this is the book for you.- Maryam Dinzly This series is truly a work of art,
sucked in immediately and permanently. The first line and you are in the book.
Cheree Alsop is a gifted writer, all of her books are my complete favorites!! This series has to be my absolute
favorite, Alex is truly a wonderful character who I so wish was real so I can meet him and thank him. Once
you pick this book up you won't put it down till it's finished. A must read!!!!! - BookWolf Brianna Cheree
does it again with the first in her new series Werewolf Academy. Once you start reading you can't put it down.
Love the Heroes and Despise the Villains. Her details and your imagination puts you right in the action of the
story.
Download and Enjoy!! – Doughgirl61- Amazon Reviewer This new series follows young werewolves sent to
a protected boarding school to keep them safe from werewolf hunters. Excellent worldbuilding, well-fleshed
characters, and intricate plots - looking forward to more! – Winged Wolf- Amazon Reviewer Listed with

Silver Moon as the top most emotional of Cheree's books, I loved Instinct for its raw truth about the pain, the
heartbreak, and the guilt that Alex fights.- Loren Weaver Great story. Loaded with adventure at every turn.
Can't wait till the next book. Very enjoyable, light reading. I would recommend to all young and old readers.
– Sharon Klein When a human appears at the gates pleading for Alex’s help, he is more than ready to leave
the Academy for a chance to cope with his guilt and heartache. Upon finding that Greyton is being decimated
by gangs, Alex turns into the city’s vigilante, rescuing its citizens and returning the streets to those who learn
to look to him for protection. But when Drogan turns the tables, Alex is forced to choose to between the
humans he has protected with his life, and the girl who holds his heart.

